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• INTRODUCTION 

The material contained in this report is based on personal observations 

during the three-months period {April 1 to July 1, 1956) in Korea, as Advisez-

in Medicine to Seoul National University College of Medicine under the contract 

of the University of Minnesota with the International Cooperation Administration 

of the United States Government for Seoul National University of Koreao Dean 

Kim Sung Chin of the College of Medicine devoted exceptional 'time and energy 

throughout this period to assisting in orientation not only to medical educa

tion, research and practice as it exists in present day Korea, but also to the 

cultural background and mores of the people. Some understanding of all thsse 

factors is essential to the planning of an appropriate program aimed at 

"strengthening and developing medical education and research" at Seoul National 

University ., 

During the early weeks a series of individual conferences was held, each 

with one or more representatives of the twenty departments and Dean Kim present. 

The purpose of these conferences was initial orientation to circumstances and 

problems in each department of the Medical Collegeo Later this infonnation was 

supPlemented by informal contact with the majority of staff members in each de

partment, with inspection of the various departments' physical facilities and 

with observation of the teaching activities in the lecture halls, in the labora

tories and in the hospital wards and clinics . 

There was also opportunity to participate in staff meetings of the Medical 

College faculty and of the Education Committee of the Korean Medical Association 

and in the creation of the Korean Medical Education Aqvisory Council, advisory 

to the Ministry of Education · but also participated ·in by ·repre~entatives of both 

the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs. 

Addresses were given to the general assembly at the Korean Medical Association 

annual meeting, to the Education Committee of the Korean Medical Association, to 
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the entering Freshman Medical Class of Seoul National University and to the 

f aculty and student body of t he School of Nursing .. 

In addition, during the period the majority of the medical installations 

and officials in and around Seoul City were visited .. These included the Minstry 

of Education, Ministry of Health and Social Affairs, Ewha Women's University 

Medical College and Hospital, Severance Union Medical College and Hospital , Seoul 

Women's Medical College and Hospital, Holy Ghost Medical College and Hospital, 

Chosun Christian University, East Gate Hospital, Electric Company Hospital, 

Seoul City Hospital, Red Cross Hospital, Seoul Sanitarium and Hospital, Psychiatric 

Hospital, Capitol Army Hospital, Private Hospital of Dr .. Kim~ Sung Chin, The 

College of Oriental Medicine, Bone Setter's Hospital, Herbist, Acupuncture, 

Moxa Cautery., 

Also, of course, other College of Seoul National University were toured 

including the pre-medical section of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 

College of Dentistry, College of Pharmacy, and Veterinary Collegeo 

A ten-day extensive tour of the Republic of Korea was made with Dean KimQ 

This review of medical facilities in Korea with special emphasis on education 

provided excellent background for evaluation of Seoul National University's 

position in medical education in Korea today and in the future. 

The Medical Conference of the Far East Air Force held May 6 to May 9 at 

Yamato Air Station near Tokyo, Japan, was attendedc This gathering of medical 

men from twelve countries of the Far East served admirably to give knowledge 

of the situation of medical education in the Far East and to provide perspective 

on the situation of the Republic of Korea. 

The report is divided into sections which consider the various functions, 

activities and facilities of the College of Medicine., Each section provides 

first a factual account of present circumstanceso This is followed by a 

discussion and recommendation for possible alteration aimed at improvement 

in the total medical educational service which the College provides to its 

nation .. 
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In the making of this evaluation a conscientious and scrupulous effort has 

been exerted to maintain objectivity in appraising the circumstances and rna.kirl.g 

recommendations which relate to the Korean social structure and economy as well 

as to modern western educational techniques. The mutual understanding and re

spect which .has characterized relationships durl.ng this period tr.om its very 

begimd.ng are sufficient to assure consideration of this · report in. ita proper 

intent. This whole effort has as its sole JW'POSe that of assisting the 

College of Medicine • its Dean and ita faculty in strengthening and developing 

its righttul position or lea.~ership in medical education in the Republic oi Korea ., 

Finall.y, what usefulness this report may have is due in large measure to the 

splehdid cooperation and friendship of the Dean and the faculty of the College 

of Medicine.· 

I. MEDICAL EDUCATION IN KOREA 

There is in Korea today an insufficient number of adequately trained medical 

personnel. There are approximately 3500 licensed M.D.'s . The total population 

is approximate:cy 22,000,000 people; thus there is a ratio of about one doctor 

to 6,000 individuals. 

During the Japanese occupation of Korea for the greater part of the first 

half of this century, relatively few Koreans were given opportunity to receive 

professional education. Those few educated were not allowed to assume any signifi

cant responsibility or to progress in academic fields. 

In addition as a result of ·the war between North and South Korea relatively 

soon after liberation there was great destruction of facilities and loss of 

faculty for the training of doctors and nurseso What educational effort was 

continued during the war resulted in ·the turning out of many doctors and nurses 

poorly equipped and trained to carry on the responsibilities of their professiono 

Further, many physicians practicing are not graduates of accredited schools 

but obtained licensure by self-preparation of various sorts and passing a written 
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examination.. Many people providing some sort of "medical caren are not physicians 

but var ious aorta of "heal ers" operating in unrestricted f ashion under restricted 

licenses. 

There are at present eight medicai schools in the Republic of Korea. Four 

are national schools associated with universities and coeducational in character .. 

These are Seoul National University at Seoul, Kyung-puk University Medical College , 

Taegu, Chon-nam Medical College at Kwangju, Pusan University Medical College at 

Pusan (new; now ·has a sophomore class) o The other four schools are ptivately 

supported and all located in Seoul.. These include Severance Union Medical College 

(Pres~erian and Methodist; coeducational), Ewha Women's University Medical 

College (Methodist; women only), Seoul Women's Medical College (private founda

tion; women only), Holy Ghost Medical College (Catholic; men only; new, now 

has a freshman class). Two, Ewha and Holy Ghost are components of universities; 

Seoul Women's and Severance Union are not .. 

As years after the war increase the numbers entering medical schools and 

thus the number graduated and gradually increasing.. Approximately 450 doctors 

were graduated in the spring of 1956.. When the two new schools are on a four

year basis the total will be around 600 per year. 

Regardless of the source of support all medical schools are supervised by 

the Ministry of Education.. The Ministry of Health and Social Affairs offers 

technical advice and grants various licenses .. 

All scnools have a lower ratio of faculty to students and have fewer 

hospital beds available for teaching than American schools commonly have .. 

The selection of medical students is commonly made on admission to the pre

medical curriculum after high school (age 17..:18).. At that time an entrance 

examination must be passed and other screening is accomplished, such as health 

and personal references. The two-year pre-medical course requirements are not 

uniform and the content varies depending upon the caliber of the school.. An 

examination at the end of pre-medical years for admission to the Medical School 
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is not requiredo Sati sfactory achievement in the pre-medical curriculum is 

sufficient . In fact, Mini stry of Educati on ruling guarantees a medi cal educa

tion t o anyone accepted for pre-medical course who successfully matriculates. 

Additional screening at t ime of admission t o Medical School is prohibi ted . 

The medical course is four years in length and its method, caliber, and 

content vary appreciably from school to school. However, t he basic science 

and clinical subjects are similar to those of western schools. A transit i on to 

western methods of medical education has begun but the emphasis still is on 

didactic work. Basic science laboratory work is relatively limited and simple 

in content o Clinical contact is brief' and characterized more by observation than 

participation by the student in the patient's diagnosis and careo 

Examinations are ot varying types and frequency, though all schools utilize 

them and require the passing ot some sort of an examination at least at the end 

of each year. 

Medical preparation is primarily for general practice o Internship is not 

required but an increasing number of students are seeking this additional 

training for which there is no significant financial remuneration at the present 

time. Residency training of from one to five years is offered in most institutions. 

A small number of students are candidates for graduate degrees in the university 

affiliated schools . At the end of residency training a Board in the Ministry 

of Health and Social Affairs examines the qualifications of the applicant and 

reports to the Minister of Health who issues a Specialists Certificate . 

License to practice, valid throughout the Republic of Korea, is the responsi

bility of the Ministries of Health and Social Affairs and of Education. A national 

written examination is the basis .for licensure. Anyone may take the examination. 

Course work in an accredited medical school is not required. Internship i s not 

In 1951 the Minister of Education approved the establishment of "The College 

of Ori ent al Medicine." This College trains students in herb medicine. About 
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this same time the National Assembly passed a licensing law for herbists, and · 

such licenses are issued by the Ministry of Health and Social Affairs.. (After 

libe~s.tion in 1946 under the Military Government licensing had been discont.inued) .. 

· .. other types of healing arts practiced without license include acupuncture , 

. moxa cautery, and bone setting. Such individuals treat more patients than do 

the medical doctors in Korea. 

Discussion and recommendations. 

After reviewing the situation of existing schools of medicine and nursing 

one cannot help but agree with the opinion of those experts who have studied t he 

situation objectively that the upgrading of the present school should be ac

cotnpl.ished before any attempt to increase the output of doctors and nurseso 

Although the ratio of one doctor to 6,000 people seems to indicate a need for 

physicians, actually there are sufficient numbers of doctors in accordance with 

the acceptance of the physicians by the general population. At present in 

total there are more patrons of the several practitioners of "healing arts" 

than of medical doctors . 

Essential to the development of medical education is the establishment of 

minimum standards including requirements for admission and pre-medical and 

medical curricula as well as faculty, P"tysical plant, teaching materials and 

clinical facilities of' medical schools .. Also essential are more strict re

quirements for licensure such as graduation from an accredited medical school 

and a one-year's internship. The recently established Medical Educational 

Advisory Council to the Ministry of Education with representation of the Ministry 

Ministry of Health and Social Affairs is a significant step forward o Through 

this Council clarification of Government responsibilities in medical education 

and in the development of a sound system of' medical education and licensure 

can be achieved~ Activities of the Medical Education Committee of the Korean 

Medical Association can be expected to exert a salutary influence alsoe 

The use of well trained paramedical personnel such as laboratory t echnicians, 
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x-ray t echnicians , physical t herapists , etc . , can be of great assistance in 

the total medical effort. Education of such personnel can be r egularized by 

establishing licensure procedures. 

Centuries old beliefs and customs and almost total lack of health education 

of the popU.ation are common problems confronting all efforts at medical education 

and care in the ReJllblic of Korea. These will require many years to change . 

One other procedure of firet order or importance which relates indirectl y 

to medical education is the control ot drugs. 'A system of drug control with 

a physician'e order required for dispensing is abaolutely imperative. Without 

this the present situation of self-treatment by the sick and of actual practi ce 

of medicine by }ilarmacists can only lead to medical chaos .. 

II. HISTORY OF SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVERSITY COWGE OF MEDICINE 

"Seoul National Univereity College of Medicine was organized in October 
1945 under Act Noo 102 of u.s. Military Government in Korea and utilized the 
buildings and equipnent of the former Keijo Imperial University Faculty of 
Medicine left by the Japanese at the time or Liberation of Korea after World 
War II. This college forma one of 12 colleges of Seoul National Univereity. 
The University is under the administration of the Minieter of Education of the 
Rep.1blic of Korea Government., 

"Thie college has endeavored to be •the medical center of Korea since its 
establishment in October 1945. However, the Communist invasion in June 1950 
to Seoul and South Korea forced this college to evacuate to Pusan, temporary 
capital of the Republic of Korea. The equipnent and books were left in Seoul. 
Students and teaching staff were scattered throughout the oountry. The school 
discontinued operation for nearly one year and reopened in June 1951 in Pusan 
City. During this period 1ll8llY staff members volunteered for the military servi ce 
as medic&! officers and their services were distinguished.. As for the students , 
nearly 200 among 4 70 registered volunteered for military service .. 

"In the early phase of the Korean War until September 1950 the faculty was 
trapped in Seoul under the rule of Communist North Korea. Communist North Korea, 
retreating from Seoul in September 1950, arrested and took with them nearly 70 
staff members of this college to compensate for their shortage ot medical doctors . 
About 100 students were also abducted . Some of the staff members and students 
came back to this college when U. N. forces p.tshed through to the north of the 
38th parallel. Many of them, including five professors, are still missing. 

"This college returned to the original site of the school in Seoul after 
taking refuge in Pusan City for 3 years, in September 1953. At that time all 
school buildings including the University ~ospital were under use by the 5th 
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U. s. Air Force. The school continued in one corner of the College of Liberal 
Arts and Sciences buildings of this University until March 1954 when the 5th u. s. 
Air Force evacuated the College of Medicine buildings . This college removed 
to its original bulldings in 1 March, 1954o All buildings wer e completely empty 
without a remnant of the equipDSnt or fumiture. Here the rehabi litation of 
the College began and it continues to the present ."* 

*(Fran a general statement in the Catalogue of Seoul National Univer sity, 1956-57) 

III. PHYSICAL PLANT 

The buildings of the College of Medicine {both basic science and Hospital) 

are located in the immediate area of the general University~ The basic science 

group is composed of four buildings. A small building contains three separate 

lecture halls, one each for freshmen and sophomore medical students and for 

freshman nursing students. Another small building contains the storerooms and 

laboratories of the Department of Anatomy and an autopsy amphitheatre . A t hird 

building contains offices and laboratories for the Department of Biochemistry 

and space to be used by the School of Public Health.. The offices of the Col lege 

of Medicine and the other basic science departments and laboratories plus a 

large lecture hall (450 capacity) are contained in a large main building. Pre-

clinical instruction for the first and second year classes is given in t hese 

basic science buildings where a total of nine departments are located. 

The University Hospitals are composed of 15 buildings which are im:tlediately 

adjacent to the basic science facilities and the general universityo They 

include a main hospital building and four corridor attached ward buildings , 

an out-patient department building also corridor attached, a communicabl e 

disease hospital, mental hospital, kitchen, laundry, heating plant, generat or 

house and storehouse. There is in addition a clinical research laboratory 

building not yet rehabilitated or equipped and tlms unused and an adjacent 

animal house also not in use o . 
Classes for junior and senior students are held in two large am}ilitheat res 

in the main hospital build1ngo Clinical instruction is given in the Hospital 

(450 bed cat:acity, plus 50 bassinets} and the attached Out - Pat i ent Department 
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building., The offices and laboratori es of the clinical departments are located 

in the main Hospital building., 

There is in addition a 200-bed hospital belonging to Seoul National University 

located in a nearby section of Seoul City., This building is being used at present 

by the Republic of Korea Army as its' Capitol Arrrr:t Hospitalo There is no plan for 

retum of this facility to the University in the near future. 

One 2-story building formerly used as an out~patient department and hospital 

for charity eases was destroyed by bombingo otherwise, the buildings of the 

1-!edical. School did not suffer war damage from bombing or fire. There were, however, 

no maintenance efforts over more than a three-year period. Thus the condition of 

roots, walls, floors, etc., has been such as to require extensive repair and 

rehabilitation to put them into useful condition and to guard against further decay () 

In addition, as mentioned previously, all equipDent and furniture had been removed., 

The College was, however, in operation when the Minnesota contract began in 

Sept;ember, 1954., Arter its return to its original buildings in March, 1954 the 

School had received beginning essential aid in the .tonn of building materials , 

drugs and chemicals, clinical laboratory and pharmacy equipnent, surgical and diag

nostic instruments, hospital supplies (280 beds, mattresses, blankets, basins, etc .,) 

pl us a generator, x-ray unit and sterilizer. These were provided primarily by KCAC 

but also by CRIKo Their efforts made it possible for the School and Hospital t o 

begin to operate once again and provided a foundation on which the Minnesota 

program could be bull t., 

There are three separate heating plants for basic science, hospital and nursing 

school.. These units have not functioned properlya Many pipes ·and radiators had 

been removed., Adequate fuel supply has been lacking and remains a chief problem .. 

Water 1 aside from general short supply, has been inadequate because of worn-out 

pipe and removal of sinks and other facilities., Electrical power has been generally 

l acking but in addition wiring has been inadequate for needs ., There has been no 
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gas supply., 

The Hospital is not screened., 

With funds provided both by the Rep.1blic of Korea government through the Uni

versity budget and by OEC rehabilitation of the physical plant has been proceeding 

slowly; Le~g roots have been repaired and much painting has been accomplished o 

Electrical and water supplies from the city sources have generally improved, but 

the supply of these utilities at the School and Hospitals is yet to be im~1ed. 

Equipnent and labor for further work on this project is included in the rehabilita

tion plans for fiscal year 1956-57o 

Discussion and Recommendations. 

Present building facilities (with the planned addition of a nursing cla ss

room building and with the exception of Nursing School dormitories) appear adequate 

for space needs in the forseeable futureo 

The plans for further rehabilitation are being prepared for fiscal year 1956-57 o 

These logically place emphasis on further restoration of adequate heat and light 

and sewage disposal services ., Certain other projects which are essential to 

optimum operation are already itemized in order of priority., Preparation of 

detailed plans for these should proceed even though money is not presently available v 

Naturally, the obtaining of ·financial assistance for such projects is much facili

tated if conc~ete plans can be presented to those considering the request for funds ., 

Adequate scre.ening of the Hospital is of first order of:importance o To 

make this effective all personnel working in the Hospital must be impressed with 

the rationale and proper use of screenso 

These things must be accomplished first, but in the fUture sane consideration 

might be given to other improvements which would brighten the general atmosphere, 

particularly of the Hospital ., These include more lighting, the painting of walls 

and woodwork with light colored oil base paints which are more durable and more 

easily maintained, and improvement of floor surfaces ... 
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Rehabilitation of the central research l aboratory building and animal house 

i s properly being postponed until research activity is well under way co Space 

adjacent to variotis department offices is adequate for the present . 

Adequate ma:lntenance, of course, requires continuing effort. The Medical 

School and the Hospital each has its separate maintenance departments, which ap

pear to need additional personnel and organizationo Adequate funds and effort 

must be devoted to this activity to preserve lllhat gains are made. 

Equipnent now on order through the Minnesota contract is expected to arrive 

by fall of 1956. This will provide adequate basic teaching aids, hospital and 

out- patient clinic technical facilities, and beginning equipment of research 
' 

laboratories for faculty members in the various departments. Further ordering 

of equipment with rare exceptions should be delayed until that presently on 

order has arrived, is functioning, and has been integrated into the teaching and 

service functions of the School and Hospital.. At such time further needs can 

best be judged. 

Preparation must be made for the maintenance of scientific equipment in the 

college. Individual faculty members should have relatively intimate knowledge of 

the equipment they are using and thus be able to effect proper upkeep. However, 

the overall maintenance of scientific equipment would be greatly aided by having 

one additional skilled individual responsible for this function., Plans should 

be made to acquire such an employee.. He will undoubtedly . have to have additional 

on-the- job training. Availability of such a trained person would, of course , in 

no way remove the responsibility of the faculty for adequate care of the equipment 

in its charge o 

IV o FINANCE 

The total Seoul National University budget is approximately 530,500,000 Hwe 

($1,000,000) per year.. Of this the College of Medicine receives approrlma.tely 

54,000,000 Hwo ($108,000) annually,. 



Financial support comes from tt..ro sources - the National Government through 

the Ministry of Education (with approval of the Ministry of Finance ) and the 

Financial Support Organization. The cost of operation may be divided into t'\iO 

major categories, salaries and all other expense., The Government provides the 

major share of the Daley for other expenses and a small share tor salari es o The 

Financial Support Organization provides the major share of salaries and a small 

amount for other expense. In terms of the total Medical College budget, about one

third comes from the Financial Support Organization and two- thirds from t he Government .. 

Each student at any Government-supported University must have one sponsor 

(usually his parent). These sponsors make up the Financial Support Organization, 

and each contributes a uniform amount per student to the University over and 

above the tuition fee in support . of edueationo The FSO determines its own self-

assessmento Two delegates &elected by the sponsors from among their ranks in a 

given college make up the central FSO committee. The amount of money to be de

voted to salary support for the University faculty as a whole is decided by t his 

centr al committee at its meeting at the beginning of each semester., Each staff 

r apk in the University receives a set stipend$ This is the same in all colleges 

f or a given rank. Shares of the remaining sum are delegated to the individual 

colleges for supplementary support of the college's expenses • 
• 

Each college of the University also has its own FSO commit tee . In the 

College of Medicine a total of nine delegates, two from among the sponsors of 

each year's class plus one delegate at large, are chosen to constitute along with 

the Dean, the Dean of Students, the Registrar, the Secretary, and the Director 

ot Hospitals, the Medical College FSO committee.. This committee meets monthly 

and considers principally the use of the supplementar,y support funds provided 

by its organization to the College .. 

The Central Finance Office of the University gives each colle·ge a budget 

over and above salaries at t he beginning of the year .. · The College must, however, 
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obtain approval of the cent ral office f or the uses to which it puts these fundso 

At Seoul Nati onal University (similar in other Government universities) the 

average professor 's salary is 63.000 Hwan ($126) per mont h ; the average instructor's 

salary is 40,000 Hwan ($80) per month. Private colleges pay higher salaries t o 

medical .faculty; for e."(8lllple, an average of 100,000 Hwan ($200) for a prof essor .. 

Members of the Medical College clinical staff are permitted to carry on private 

practice of medicine to supplement their salariea. 

Di scussion and Recommendations. 

Salaries are insufficient and make it necessary for many faculty members to 

engage in outside work or practice to provide a livelihood.. This interferes with 

t heir efficiency and happiness in the carrying out of their educational responsi

bilities. Financial problems are serious throughout almost all phases of t he 

economy but will change with the growth of the new Rep!lblic o With this improve

ment first attention should be given to the institutions of learning.. The f ounda

tion for Korea's .future is education. 

V. ADMINISTRATION 

GENERAL 

Seoul National University, one of four (others at Taegu, Pusan and Kwangju) , 

is the responsibility of the Ministry of Education e~ The University president?s 

appointment must receive the approval not only of the University faculty but also 

the Minister of Education, and the President of the Rep.tblic of Korea o He i s 

directly responsible to the Minister of Educationo 

The College of Medicine is one of twelve colleges comprising the Universityo 

The Dean of each 115 directly responsibl e to the University president o It has 

been customary for the Dean of Medicine to discuss matters frequently and .fully 

with the President, especially those relating to personnel o 

The College of Medicine has f our sections, the Medical School, School of 

Nursing, School of Public Health and the University Hospitals o The pean has 
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the assistance of a Registrar, a Dean of St udents, and a chief secretary in 

carrying out the administrative fUnctions of the Collegeo 

In moat instances there is a dual responsibility of these officers and 

sectionso The School of Public Health is also responsible to the Graduate Schoolo 

The University Hospital is also responsible to the University Secretary General 

as is the College's chief secretaryo The Dean of Students is responsi ble not 

only to the Dean of Medicine but to the University Dean of Students .. And the 

Registrar is additionally responsible to the Dean of the Faculty .. 

The number and grade of Medical College faculty members is according to a 

Table of Organization, determined four years ago at the time of the reestablish

ment of Seoul National University at Seoul City. It was recommended by the 

University but required the approval of the Ministry of Education and the Ministry 

of Finance. The total number of faculty for each college and the total number 

of professors, associate professors, - ~d other faculty grades is fixed by this 

Table of Organization. The University President has discretion to apporti on 

the numbers of various grades to each college, within their fixed total ., Within 

each college the faculty has the privilege through its Dean or otherwise of ap

por tioning the faculty to the various departments within the College .. 

Discussion and Re~ommendations. 

Actual working relationships modify greatl y organization and structure as 

i t appears on paper.. It would be presumptious to comment on the general ad

minist rative structure in relationship of the College to the University and to 

the Ministry of Education on the basis of the necessarily limited knowledge of 

actual working relationships which this brief exposure has afforded ., 

V o ADMINISTRATION 

MEDICAL SCHOOL 

The faculty as a whol e has assumed relatively direct responsibilit y for 

the administration of the Medical School. A meeting of all the faculty is 

held once each mont h and all have equal voice in affairs.. The majority attend 
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and decide all matters of policy as well as management of college affairs such 

as faculty hiring, promotions, etco 

The Dean of the College is elected every four yearso He may be re-elected 

but such an occurrence is rareo This office has not exer~ised a significant 

degree of independent action in the past. Within the past few months Dean Kim 

bas appointed three basic science faculty members and three cllnical faculty 

members to serve as a steering committee to consider important matters rel ating 

to the College's rehabilitation, financial affairs and general policieso Thi s 

committee in turn then makes recommendations on the basis of its special studies 

and considerations to the general faculty before this faculty votes the final 

decision co 

There are twenty departments in the Medical Schoolo A Departmental Chai rman 

has been designated but this position carries essentially no authority or functiono 

The Professors in an.v department are senior to the Department Chairmano 

The Table of Organization allows 95 faculty positions in the Medical Schoolo 

More than one-third of the faculty members have served in the Rep.1blic of Korea 

armed forces. There are approximately 20 faculty members wtill in the armed forces o 

The College has an obligation to rehire these returning veteranso The 95 faculty 

positions are more than filled at the present timeo 

Dis~osion and Recgmmend§tionso 

Ae the development of the College continues the desirability of greater 

delegation of authority by faculty to duly elected representatives and of 

permiseion for exercise of greater i nitiative and assumption of responsibility 

by the Dean of the College will become increasingly apparent" The freedom of 

a capable Dean to give strong and far-sighted leadership and to carry out long 

range programs over several years can contribute greatly to the position of 

leadership which the College assumeso At the departmental level there i s also 

advantage in giving real authority to one person to carry out the administrative 

functions ot the department and see that the department works as a unit e 
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The College is at present. fortunate in having a true leader as its Dean, 

Dr. Kim Sung Chino He possesses understanding, integrity, and vieion.. He is 

a man of action, coupled with a deep sense of responsibili t y. A person of good 

humor, Dean Kim is well liked and respected by his faculty colleagues as well 
by 

aal doctors and laymen throughout the Republic of Korea o 

Many ot the faculty in their fields of endeavor are leading personalities 

,. in the Rep.~blic of Koreao As a whole they are energetic, capable, eager to 

progress, possessed of individual initiative and a strong sense of loyalty to 

their College, the University and the Countryo 

Problems of staffing are particularly difficult during this period of rota

tion to the University of Minnesota for long periods and of obligatory military 

service of still uncertain duration., In a comparison of faculty to student 

ratios with the other Colle~s of the University the College of .Medicine appears 

better situated. However, medical teaching commonly requires a somewhat higher 

ratio of faculty to student~ With approximately one-fourth of the faculty absent 

it is difficult to judge whether total faculty size according to the present 

table of organization is adequate or not. An additional problem is presented 

by some twenty staff members still in the Military service who will have to be 

accommodated when they are released. 

Viewed in the restricted sense of an institution purely for training of 

general physicians for Korea the present faculty once at f~l strength is . 
probably adequate. However, enlargement of staff will be appropriate as the 

School's position of leadership strengthens. Continued development of the 

School will make new demands on the faculty time. It would be hoped that the 

number of patients cared for by the clinical services will increase {badly 

needed for adequate teaching in the junior and senior years ) and with it of 

course faculty requirements will increase. The direction of effort for the 

present would seem to be that of acquiring the means to maintain a core of 

full-time members (without private practice obligations) and to delay until 
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lat er the increased utilization of physi cians also in pri vate practice as ad

ditional clinical teachers on a part-time status~ 

The whole staff situation will be dynamic for at lea st the next two or three 

years o By then the great majority of staff members will have returned f rom training 

in the United states or from Army Service and will have had an opportunity to 

test their particular talents and to begin to work together as a teamo It therefore 

seems wise to minimize pe~ent re-arrangements during this transition per i ode 

Methods should be sought to keep the situation flexible, such as requiring a pro

bation period before tenure can begin to be accumulated and keeping channels 

open for the interchange of faculty ~th other Government schools o 

In preparation for more permanent faculty plans it would be advisable to 

make a critical review and appraisal of the present Table of Organization ~ The 

number of faculty allowed some departments ' is not well apportioned o 

The complexity and breadth of modern medicine no l onger permit s one individual , 

at least as a teacher, to comprehend enough medical knowl edge i n hi s lifetime t o 

proceed independently in the general field of medicine ~ I nstead on the one hand, 

one man' a truly expert knowledge must be restricted to a special f i eld and on 

the other, in order that his special knowledge be put in a proper perspective 

of total patient care and whole medical education, each man must maintain through 

constant broad associations a sound general background ~ 

This is particularly true in large clinical departments, such as Medicine, 

Surgery and PediatricsG Here this can best be achieved by having all physicians 

in the Department responsible for all typesaf' problemso Thr ee or f our sections 

may be necessary within a large departmento However, if one Senior staff member 

is to be continually in charge of the same section and several Junior staff 

members are to be limited to experience on only one section then no one section 

should be limited t o one t ype of disease problemo At the same time , alt hough 

a section contains all t ypes of di sease problems t he special knowledge t hat one 

man possesses, for eAample a~ of gastrointestinal di seases , can be available to 



all students, staff and patient so This can be achieved by having him see regularly 

on consultation rounds all the problems of that particular type on all sectionso 

This requires a high degree of cooperation among all Doctors in a department, 

but the patient and the medical student and the Doctor all benefit in better care, 

better teaching, and the increased judgment and value of opinion that comes from 

broader experience. In the more specialized disciplines isolated sections are 

not as likely to exist and the problem within the department is more easily dealt 

with, but these specialties serve to bring attention to the additional necessity 

for cooperation between departments . Frequent use of consultation from other 

departments and of inter-departmental conferences does much in accomplishing a full 

team approach in the teaching of medicine and the care of the pat iento 

These same principles of cooperation among individuals in a department and 

among departments apply as well to the basic sciences. Here particularly in 

modern day comprehensive teaching and understanding it is essential that t he basic 

scientists aid one another and that the clinician and the basic scientist mutually 

assist one another. Frequent contacts in inter-departmental conferences are essential .. 

V. ADMINISTRATION 

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH 

This School has until recently been an activity of the Ministry of Health 

and Social Affairs and not associated with Seoul National University. It had 

been initiated in September 1953 with support funds from the American- Korean 

Foundationo In the ensuing period a short course of nine weeks' duration composed 

principally of lectures was repeated five times to a total of 83 students . The 

faculty aside from the Director and one other member were visiting lecturers 

including various foreign health representatives in Korea as well as leaders of 

Korean health agencies . The students were physicians from Korean civilian health 

agenci es and t he Korean milit ary organization .. 

Its transfer to Seoul National University and thus the jurisdiction of the 
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Ministryaf' Education was effected in ~{arch , 1956 with the termination of support 

funds f rom t he American-Korean Foundatione The Director of the School, Dr .. 

Hahn Bum Suk, joined Seoul National University' s staff t o cont inue as Director 

of the School~ He has one additional faculty member and continues t o utilize 

visiting lecturers. 

The School as a part of the University i s associated with both t he College 

of Medicine and the Graduate Schoolc It is distinct from the Department of Hygiene 

and Preventive Medicine in the Medical School. At present it has no separate 

physical facilities but uses office space in the Department of Hygiene and Pre

ventive Medicine . It is planned that it will be quartered in the building which 

houses Biochemistry Room space is available there .. Sane equiJlllent and over 600 

volumes of library books have not yet been released to the School by t he Ministry 

of Health and Social Affai rs .. 

As a part of the University its program has been expandedo The course as 

organized at present is principally didactic and requires a minimum or t hree 

semesters (one and one- half years ) and a maximum of six s.emesters (three years) 

or work with satisfactory achievement for the Masters Degree in Public Healtho 

Two semesters must be spent on the basic program and addit ional time is then 

spent in courses in the student's special field of choiceo Programs of advanced 

study are offered in Public Health Administration, Epidemiology, Sanit ation, School 

Health , Indust rial Health, Hospital Administration, and Physiological Hygiene .. 

There are nine graduate student3 who began work in April, 1956 enrolled at the 

present time .. 

Members of its faculty are ·also assisting the Department of Hygiene and Pre

ventive Medici ne by giving a series of lectures in Public Health to senior under

graduate medical students throughout the year .. 

The School l ooks forward to expanding its program t o incl ude inst ruction to 

other students in Public Health. including the Public Health nurses, Sanitation 
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Inspectors and Engineers, Statist icians and Nutritionists o Also hoped for i s 

the creation of a demonstration Public Health Center on or in the area of the 

University campws. There is .at present as noted in the section on Nursing i n 

Korea, a school of Public Nursing under the Ministry of Health ·and Social Aff airs 

and supported by outside tundso 

Discussion and Recommend&tions. 

As a natural outgrowth of Korea's centuries long history under a feudal 

system and occupation and rule by various foreign powers of Asia the Korean 

people have not been given the opportunity to develop the concept of public 

welfare. There is very strong loyalty and a sense of' responsibility to one's 

family but little concept of the individual's obligation for community welfare ., 

This includes not only people generally but many medical students. The School 

ot Public Health and all Public Health effort suffers from this basic peculiarityo 

Therefore, one of the principal efforts in teaching medical students is 

that of making them aware and gaining their acceptance of this principle., This 

effort is presently being done in the Public Health lectures of the senior year., 

However, this principle is so basic to the whole philosophy of medicine that consci ous 

effort should be made to introduce it at the beginning of the freshman year and 

continue it as a foundation built through the entire fou~year curriculum .. 

The teachings of the Department of Hygiene and Preventive Medicine and the 

School of Public Health might naturally duplicate each other to a fair degree; 

therefore, in order that there be no duplication of effort and waste of staff 

members' time the functions of these two sections must be oare.tully worked out ., 
. . 

The School of Public Health is, of course, just getting under way., It has excellent 

leadership but lacks adequate personnel and facilities to offer a truly broad 

graduate degree program at the present time., The curriculum is ambitious and 

appears well planned but the dependence on one or two faculty members and/or on 

guest lecturers is not a desirable permanent situation for a Graduate School 

offering a. Ph. D., degree program. 
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Badly needed, also, are facilities for practical experience. These never 

could nor should be provided in total at the Universit yo A local health clinic 

might be feasible with, for example, a maternal and child health clinic op3rated 

by the Pediatrics and Obstetrics Departments, a chest clinic by Medicine , et c o 

The majority of such field facilities are those required and developed by t he 

commun1 ty ae a part of its total Public Health program. Thus the development of 

the School must go hand in hand with the development of canmntnity facilit i eso 

There is an additional inter-dependence of school and community developmento 

Relatively few positions are available for graduates of such a course at the 

present time so that enrollment will depend upon the creation of jobs through 

the Government public health programo 

V. .AI:MINISTRA TION 

UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS 

The Director of the Hospital is appointed by the President of the Uni versity 

on recommendation of the Dean of the College of Medicine from among the cl inical 

faculty of the Medical School for a term of two years. Re-election is not commono 

The faculty member is obliged to carry on most of his regular departmental duties 

in addition to serving in t .he ~pacity of Director of Hospitals o The Acting 

Director has been the Professor of Radiology, Cho Choong Samo Oro Myung Choo Wan, 

Professor of Psychiatry~ who has recently returned to the staff after Army 

service has been named the new Director of Hospitals o 

Administratively responsible to the Director are a general secretary and 

the Chief of Nursing. Non-medical personnel under the general secretary 

included in five sections; business (including general administration and physical 

plant), finance ( incane and salaries), suppl,y (including pharmacy, permanent 

equipnent, and consumable supplies) , and maintenance and engineeringo Nons of 

t hese positions is filled by individuals that have had training in hospital ad

ministration .. 
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In addition to these administrative assistants the Director is assisted by 

a committee composed of the professors in the clinical departments plus representa~ 

tivea of the Nursing Serviceo This cOJIIIIittee meets weekly and decides matters 

of Hospital policy. 

As would .be expected the Director's position brings him into contact more 

than other Medical College officials with men of Government, especially the Ministry 

of Health and Social Affairs, men of business, patients' families, etc. 

The Hospital is supported by funds from the National Government. I t s budget 

is separate from that of the University and the College of Medicine. The Govern

ment determines a budget for a given year and the Hospital is obliged to make at 

least seventy percent of that. The total Hospital budget for fiscal year 1955-56 

was 170,000,000 Hwan ($340,000). 

Hospital charges are 1,000 Hwan ($2.00) per day for a single room and .300 

Hwan (65¢) per day for DDlltiple bed rooms. There is an additional charge for 

food of 800 Hwan ($1.,60) per day in a single room and 400 Hwan (80•) in a multiple 

bed room. This charge in isolation rooms is also 400 Hwan.. This is collect ed 

regardless of whether the patient's family brings food and cooks it in the room. 

Bedding and gowns are provided but usually supplemented in winter by bedding brought 

by the patient's family o The cost of drugs, special treatments, x- rays, laboratory 

work are extra, as is the physician's chargeo The average cost to the patient 

is estimated at 1,000 Hwan ($2.00) per day. This is about one- halt the cost of 

care in private hospitals in thi s area. The cost per patient to the Hospital 

is estimated at approximately 1030 Hwan per day. 

Admission is always through the Out- Patient Clinics except in emergencies. 

Clinics are open from nine to twelve each morning Monday through Friday o There 

is no general Medical Clinic.. New patients are assigned to a special clinic by 

an admissions officer who is a layman and who makes the assignment according to 

his opinion of the patient's chief complaint .. Admission after clinic hours or 

at night i s by the Doctor on call .. A ~barge of 500 Hwan ($1. 00) is made . An 
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emergency room is being arranged at the present time. All patients coming to 

the Out-Patient Department are pay patients. The registration fee is 85 Hwan 

(181) o There is an additional charge for laboratory, x- ray, drugs, dressings, 

etc. A quota of not to exceed 20 percent of patients on any 'one in-patient service 

may be free., If Hospital admission is advisable the Doctor then makes the decision 

as to whether the patient is to be aclmitted as one of the 20 percent of free 

patients. There is no social service personnel Which formally determines the 

patient's ability to PB1• On same occasions a patient whose hospitalization 

becomes prolonged mq be transferred to the free care status, though on admission 

he was judged capable or payinga 

Patients are given a serial number on admission to the Clinics. If admitted 

to the Hospital a separate number is given on the individual ward. This may vary 

on readmission to the same or different services ., There is no central record 

room. Current charts are kept on the ward and charts of patients discharged are 

kept by the individual service in its offices. X-rays are likewise kept on the 

ward or in the service office rather than in a central x-ray file. Supply is 

not centralized. Fo:nns such as medication cards and procedures vary according 

to the preference of the professor in charge of a given ward. 

Laboratory services have been centralized. Provision for some of the more 

important determinations awaits the arrival of equipnent. Included in the planned 

new services by the Central Laboratories is a blood bank. One o£ the faculty members 

at present at Minnesota is preparing himself to administer this activity. 

The Hospital bed capacity is 500 with an average census of 270. The average 

length of stay is one month, but this varies a great deal With the service. For 

example, two weeks average on Surgery, one month average on Medicine, two months 

average on Psychiatry., A total of approximately 1,000 major surgical cases in 

all specialties were operated upon last year., A total .of 20 to .30 autopsies 

are perfo:rmed per year .. 



The Out-Patient Clinic load averages 300 patients per dayo The ratio of 

patients hospitalized to those seen in the clinics is very l ow. This is particularly 

true in obstetrics . Although 10 to 20 obstetrical patients per day are seen in 

the Out-Patient Department, there are only 4 or 5 deliveries in the Hospital per 

mont he 

Birth and death records are kept by the University Hospital .. These are retained 

indefinitely although national law requires that they be retained for only five 

years . However, most records were lost during the recent war. 

Internships are not offered at the Hospital at present . 

Discussion and Recommendations . 

The University Hospitals is a sufficiently large and important institut i on 

to require and merit the services or a full-time administrator who can devote his 

entire effort to this jobo On the other hand in the present environment the 

Hospitals must be represented in outside contacts by a physiciano If a physician 

cannot be found who will devote his time exclusively to the administration of the 

Hospital then the Doctor appointed as director should be obliged to serve only 

in such contactsand be provided with a tall-time administrator to carry out all 

t he other aspects of the job. The staff advisory committee should be continued 

to assist the administrator i..11 matters of policy and maintain proper liaison 

between administration and medical and nursing staffs .. 

The Hospital lags somewhat behind the other phases of the Medical College 

transitiono Several suggestions might be made toward improving the efficiency 

or operation of an institution of this size .. 

The keeping or all patient records in a central record room greatly facilitates 

the keeping of vital statistics by the Hospital, makes charts more readily available 

t o all staff members and allows uniformity and completeness of recording to be 

effectedo · Also desirable and necessary 1n a central record room system i s a 

uniform numbering system.. Thus the patient is given one number on admissi on 
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to the Out-Patient Department or t o the Hospital , \lfhichever occurs first, by 

which be may be identified for all future time by any staff membero 

Sim1]arly, the availability of patients' x- rays to al l the staff is improved 

and the assistance the :X:.-ray Department can and should give to all of the 

various departments is significantly aided it all x-rays are kept on file in 

the X-Ray Department. Here also, the unifonn numbering system using the pati ent's 

one Hospital number also as the x-ray number works to advantageo 

The advantage of these centralization procedures also extends to the 

sterilization and supply of dressings, instruments and utility packsc A cent ral 

supply rooin can effect simplification and economies of time and money, by providing 
. . 

throughout the Hospital uniform types of packs for specitic cOJ'IInOn p1rposes .. The 

adoption, where practical, of other uniform procedures, such as medication card 

f'onns, improves efficiency and reduces error., 

Centralization of laboratory service has already been a very irn~rtant im

provement~ The establishment recently of regular visiting hours is a signifi cant 

step which will assist both medical and nursing staff in the performance of 

their functions o 

At soma future time it may become desirable to first examine all patients 

coming to the Out- Patient Clinic in a general new-patient clinic ., Such a new

patient clinic might be supervised by the Department of Medicine . Also desirable 

in future planning is the develoJDSnt of facilities for Physical Medicine and Re

habilitation, not only for care of patients but with teaching functions alsoo 

There is actually no official provision for acceptance of charity patients .. 

The Hospital itself arranges this in an attempt to provide good teaching materialo 

At some future date this concept of part; charity care should have official Govern

ment recognition and support and the procedure should be regul.arizedo In this 

regard, the Doctor's burden is greatly lightened by the use of Social Service 

personnel to determine the patient' a ability to pay" 

There exists a National Di spensary system which most hospitals have j oinedo 
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In return for providing care for all comer s the Hospital :receives some remunera

tion from the Government and is also eligible t o receive material assistance from 

the United Nations aid agencieso Seoul National Universi t y Hospitals has not 

become a part of this systemo It is felt that the University clinics would be 

deluged with minor illnesses and complaints and that the faculty is not sufficient 

to cope with such increased work loado However, once sufficient help is available 

to man such a clinic, it should aid materially in providing a source of additional 

in:-patient teaching cases as well as a type of out-patient medical experience 

which the medical student should have o 

Additional teaching cases are urgently needed~ Little more than fifty percent 

of the .beds in the University Hospitals are filledo It is said that patients 

are reluctant to enter the University Hospitals and criticize the lack of 

personalized care, qualities of food, and service, etco The improvement of 

these factors will occur with general economic improvement but must also be 

accomplished through teamwork of nurses, doctors, and administration together 

to improve the methods of the Hospital and the attitudes of all employees and 

staff who care for sick peoPleo 

Reluctance of patients to submit to an examination by medical student s is 

a real difficulty and one which, though it will require time, should improve with 

continued effort on the part of doctors to educate people to the needo In addition 

the medical student should be carefully oriented in the handling of patient so The 

staff and the student himself can do much to ma.ke this procedure more acceptable 

t o the patient o 

Consideration should be given to association for teaching purposes with other 

hospitals in the e.re&o This would provide additional teaching material for stu

dents ,., Absolutely essential is some arrangement to provide medical students with 

increased practical experience in obstetricso 

The discouragingly law rate of autopsies is a result of several factors 

whi ch will take many years to overcome o Religious beli efs do not allo\'1 the body 
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to be t ouched after death~ Also spirit beliefs are responsible for many families 

t aking the patient home to die. National law requires t hat bodies of those 

<.lying without known relatives be held undisturbed f or a IJ6riod of ninety days 

to give opportunity for the relatives to appear. 

The Medical Education Advisory Council and other physieianst organizations 

should include as an important part of their program the gaining of understanding 

and support of the government in improving this s-ituation .. Medical educat ion and 

medicine in general can never rest on a firm foundation without vital statistics 

or birth and death ~ A proof of cause of death is absol utely essential to the col

lection of vital statistics but more important to the whol e practice of medicine o 

V. AOONISTRATION 

LIBRARIES 

The principal medical library is housed in the main Basic Science Buildingo 

It ·contains a total of 35,000 volumes of textbooks and jour.nals o Most of these 

are pre-1945 and many are out-dated Japanese texts ., Some texts and journals, 

postul945, have been contributed by the AI"llfY Medical Library. One large r oom 

contains stacks which can be enlarged to accommodate a total of 80,000 volumes . 

An adjacent reading room for students and staff accommodates 50. It is open 

unt il 5:00 p.m. 

In addition to this Medical Library there is a physically similar library 

and reading roCIIl in the main Hospital Building. Here, however, the reading room 

is open only to staff, not to student s . This is meant to be equipped with 

text books and journals of more clinical interest . It has almost 20,000 volumes 

at the present, though most are oldo Many of the newer library books reside in 

various departmental offices ., The Library makes an effort to keep these centrallzedo 

There is a medical section in the main University Library which contains Chinese 

and Japanese works of historical interest and value ., 

600 t extbooks have been purchased under the Minnesota plan but have not 

yet arrived., A t otal of 184 different journal s have been subscribed to for the 
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College , 30 by the China Medical Board and 154 under the Minnesota contract ,. 

An effort is being made to procure back .issues of the various j ournals o Dr. Kim 

Doo Jong, Pr.ofessor of Medical History {the only' medical historian in Korea today), 

is 1n charge of the Medical Libraries in the Basic Science Building. He i s also 

a member of the University Library Board. He has for assistance one full-time 

employee who maintaills the collection. Dr. Kong In Ho, Associate Professor in 

the Department of Ophthalmology, is in charge of the Hospital Library. He has 

two tull-time employees to maintain that collecticm. None of these individuals 

has had special library tra:fning. There is no such individual in Korea t oday .. 

Discussion and Recampen4ations. 

The maintenance of two physieal.ly separated libraries is a matt er of policy o 

Certainly the availability of the reading room tor staff in the Hospital is 

desirable, but equally desirable for students . However, with the limited number 

ot journals and textbooks available 1 it appears uneconomical to attempt to divide 

the collection at this timeo A few ot th.e import.ant current journals and a f ew 

of the basic reference books might be appropriate to a Hospital reading center 1 

but the housing of back issues serving re·search purposes in two separate places 

seems unwise o 

The collection in both Libraries is neatly kept, and itemized. Some library 

training will soon be available to those :in charge of these collections t hrough 

the Librarian here from Minnesota as well as a library training program t o be 

established through OEC o Once trained the~; can effect a t ransition to a standard 

cataloguing and classification system., 

As increased numbers of books and jou.rna:ts become available use of t he 

Library w1l1 undoubtedly increase o Considerati on should be given to keeping 

the Library open during evening hourso 

VI. ADMISSIONS 

As noted previously 1 1n accordance with Government ruling, admission to 

the Medical School actually takes pl ace on admissi on to the College of Liberal 
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Arts and Sciences pre-medi cal course. At that time intelligence is judged by 

written and oral examinati on and a physical examination is gi veno A limited 

number of 120 students is admitted to the pre-medical course . There is no quota 

for age, sex or religion, but students must with rare exceptions come f rom Seoul 

or the surrounding area. There is a surplus of applicants c 

The pre-medical course is two years in length and admission to the Medical 

School, as mentioned above, is guaranteed by Government ruling if t he pre-medical 

work is successfully matriculated o The pre-medical curriculum is designed by 

the faculty of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and incl udes at Seoul 

National University English, Biology, Phys~s, Chemistry, Mathematics and National 

History. Because of a relatively low percentage of drop-outs in the pre-medical 

years the Medical School receives only slightly less than 120 students in its 

f reshman class each year. The total enrollment at present i s 619 (including 

25 women). This exceeds 120 per class because of repeaters and some returning 

veterans admitted with advanced standing. 

The school year is on a semester basis, tilteen weeks each in length, starting 

in April and September. The cost of attendance, including Gove:mment tuiti on, 

Financial Support Organization contribution, student activities fee and special 

laboratory fees, is 2.3,700 Hwan per semester ($47o40) o . Private school tuit ion 

is twice this amount o Most students at Seoul National University are from lower 

incom groups but are of good quality as is shown by the :f'act that over 95% of' 

its students pass the National licensure examination and by the fact that graduates 

obtain in competition sane of the best internships in hospitals of the Serul area 

as well as other cities of the Republic. 

Students ' Medical School records are kept in the College Dean of Students 

office but any credentials or records prior to work in the Medical School are 

in the office of the College of Liberal Arts and Scienceso 
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Discussion and Rscammendati onso 

I t is regrettable and illogical that _:the Medical faculty has no discretion 

in the choice of those who are to receive medical education. Inst ead they are 

obliged to educate those chosen by non-medical personnel., Such men are undoubtedly 

capable and conscientious people . However, in making such a selection they would 

profit in the counsel of those with an understanding that comes from t raining in 

Medicine. The privilege of helping to judge which a~icants possess desirable 

characteristics for admission to medical training rightfully belongs to the staff 

of the College of Medicine ., Indeed, the exercise of such judgment i s a part of 

t he obligation of the faculty t o the people of Korea. 

Performance in pre-medical subjects is a measure of abilit y to achi eve in 

natural sciences fields, and may be a measure of mental capacity, but many other 

characteristics should be evaluated before permitting an individual to become 

a student in the profession., Personal integrity, honest and health motivation, 

emotional stability and balance, good physical health and spirit of service to 

one's fellowmen and ded:mat'.ionof one's life to others are essentialo Attention must 

be paid to evaluating these qualities in every apPlicant for medical study. 

The limitation of 120 students per class is very soundo This present class 

size is the maximum that facilities and faculty should attempt to aocommodatea 

Quality is more important at this time than quantitya 

It is noted with enthusiasm t hat Dean Kim this year instituted a welcoming 

ceremony for entering freshmeno Previously there was no event which distinguished 

the transition from ~-medicine to the study of medicine ., 

VII. CURRICUWM AND 'lEACHING METHODS 

The four year course is devoted primarily to basic science teaching in the 

f irst two years and clinical teaching in the last two years . · The program offers 

courses in all the commonly recognized essential disciPlines of the basic sciences 

and specialties of Medicine so In addition i t shoul d be noted that courses in 

Medical History, Dentist ry and Medical Jurisprudence and Phys i cal Exercise are 

includedo 
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The. student attends from 8:00 a Qmo to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and 

8:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon on Saturdays with occasional Saturday afternoon lectures. 

During the first two years essentially each entire day is occupied with class 

attendanceo Lectures are given in the morning and are two hours in lengtho 
in 

Laboratory periods of tour hours/length are held in the afternoon., 

In the junior year two hours each afternoon, lzOO to 3:00 p.m., are devoted 

to attendance on the in-patient wards, the remainder of the time to lecture o 

Groups of ten students rotate tor one week on each of fourteen different services , 

including three general DEdical . and three general surgical services each semester .. 

This attendance is characterized by the presentation by a staff member of 10 to 

20 cases during the two-hour period to students as a group at the bedside . There 

is limited opportunity for students to examine the pertinent findings o The junior 

student is not responsible tor the patient's history or physical examination or 

for case presentation. Some of the specialty services such as ophthalmology and 

oto-laryngology utilize this t:im.e to teach special examination procedures in 

their specialties o 

In the senior year, two hours in the morning, 10:00 to 12:00 a cme, are 

devoted to attendance in the Out-Patient Department, the remainder of the time 

to lecture. Groups of 12 or 13 students rotate for one week in each of 12 dif-

ferent clinics each semestero In the Out-P.atient Department senior students are 

reep:lnsible for a brief history and physical on new patients., This is usually then 

~viewed by the instructor with the remainder of the student group presento 

The total Out-Patient load runs about 300 patients per day~ 

20 to 30 autopsies are perfonned per yea.rG 

Regular text. books are almost completely in absence o However, in all depart

ments one or several faculty members have improvised quite complete mimeographed 

textbooks• utilizing their own knowledge o:f the subject and as well as a. few 

assorted texts in the field .. 

Laboratory exercises utilize the usual laboratory experiment books: in fact, 
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in some cases actual reprints of United States school laboratory books such as 

that from Minnesota in Physiological Chemistry are used ~ About one-half of the 

experiments in such a manual are accomplished~ Much essential equipnent for 

laboratory teaching is lacldngo Cadaver supply is difficult but thus far sufficient 

to allow each student to dissect the lateral halt of one cadaver. 

Conferences at which students and staff are present are held weekly on almost 

every clinical service and include review of important cases or perhaps some review 

of the literature o There are no inter-departmental conferenceso There is a one

hour clinical pathological conference each week with Medicine, Surgery, and X-Ray 

participating(; 

There is one microscope equipped with lOx and 40x objectives for each two 

studentr-a. Visual aids are very limited but a regular projector is available .. 

Some departments, notably Pathology and Histology, have progressed far in re

building their collection of teaching slides. A micro-projector is on order ~ 

Several departments also hold classes !"or nurses, dentists, pharmacists and 

others from colleges of Seoul National University and other universities in the areao 

Discussion and Recommendationso 

Medical progress has been so rapid and so sweeping in the past ten years that 

many basic concepts and principles have undergone sane alteration<> The Doctors 

of Korea have been denied by the circumstances of war and unrest in the past 

several years the opportunity to absorb many of the recent basic developnents 

in medicine., Thus for most individuals a general review of basic principles in 

his chosen field is a most useful opportunity., This kind of "rehabilitation" 

of the foundation is necessary before sound educational and research effort can 

subsequently be undertakenc 

It is hoped that experience in the United States and other countries will 

serve to provide Seoul National University faculty members with this knowledge 

of recent medical development and theorieso Obtaining such a general orientation 

and recapitulation should be the primary effort of those going abroad to study$ 
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To learn research techniques, for example, i s important, but is a. second step., 

The first step is to prepare to better perform the service whi ch will fulfill the 

greatest immediate need in Korea, namely, improved quality of medical education .,. 

At the same time as this new knowledge is accumulating indications of the 

direction of change in curriculum content and newer methods of teaching will 

also become apparent. Thus it is also important that the faculty abroad gain 

appreciation of newer teaching aids and their use, of the necessity tor inter

departmental conferences and joint teaching of courses by departments, of specializa

tion with preservation of general services, of necessity for teamwork of several 

physicians and nurses and various technicians in treating and teaching others to 

treat th~ patient in a co~hensive fashion. 

In making teaching and curriculum revisions it is recognized that many factors 

are interdependent. The desirable decrease of time spent in didactic work will 

also require increased availability of textbooks for outside reading.. The increase 

of time spent at the bedside and the responsibility of the medical student tor 

history and physical examination will depend on curriculum revisions but also 

on faculty attitudes, patient acceptance, and increased number of cases available 

for teaching purposes . 

The direction of desirable curriculum change has thus been indicated. It 

would be toward decrease in time spent in lecture and increase in time spent 

with the patient at the bedside., Modern teachingconcepts emphasize doing as 

well as observing and listening. Once equipnent arrives it must be utilized 

by medical students to demonstrate for themael ves an increased number of basic 

science principles through regular laboratory experiments. 

On the clinical service the students must see for themselves and hear for 

t hemselves and feel for themsel vee . For example, reading about physical diagnosis 

can only have its .full value when accompanied by the opportunity to experience the 

things read a~ut. Thus a bedside laboratory session is an integral part of 
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teaching of physical diagnosisq Further, practical experience can best be 

obtained if the student is charged with a degree of responsibility for the patient's 

histor,y and physical examination and observation of his progress in the Hospital 

or in the Out-Patient Dept.rtment. Close supervision of the faculty is, of course, 

.imperative and the student t a history and physical examination is recorded as an 

exercise to be checked with the independent recorded examinations of that patient 

by the staff members in charge. 

The clerkship for.m of clinical teaching is recommended to accomptish these 

endso A clerkship involves the assignment of a group of students to one service 

for a long enough period, at least one to two months, to provide continuity of 

experience with many cases. The student is responsible to the given service ., Rs

sentially the student's whole day during the given period is spent at the bedside 

on the ward and in the special functions ot the department. 

The department 1 in turn, is responsible for a complete basic orientation of 

the student to that specialty by the use of the regular functions of the service, 

by teaching at the bedside, and by organization of special teaching functions such 

as small conferences for those students on the service at that time. 

The basic structure of the present four-year curriculum appears sound and 

indicates the beginning transition to the newer methods of medical teaching .. One 

purely technical point about the course and credit schedule is the fact that for 

purposes or clarity course credit might better be assigned on a uniform time per 

credit hour basis, such a.s one credit for each hour ot .lecture, two credits for 

each two hours of laboratory, etc o 

~r Such present practices as the student rounds at the bedside on clinical wards 

and actual performance of out-patient examinations are notable.. Also 11 the inclusion 

of orientation to dental problems and to medical jurisprudence is to be applaudedo 

This transition must be continued and vigc)roualy purused in the direction as noted 

above of increased participation and responsibility of the studento 
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Equipnent, such as microscopes, t eaching laboratory tools, and textbooks, 

is of course absolutely essentialo The provisions to arrive soon from Minnesota 

under the contract will make a significant beginningo These, however, must be 

supplemented by such things as the creation of a clear channel for individual 

student and faculty to easily ptll'Chase journals, texts, and additional equipnent o 

The job which the faculty has done in writing its own textbooks is magnificent. 

These are .superb accomplishments with a m1Jlimum of materials to work witha They 

represent tremendous ingenuity, time and toil on the part of the faculty o Heartening 

progress has also been made by the faculty in restoration of the teaching materials, 

such as slides in Histology and Pathology c These are of excellent quality and 

repaired painstakingly with the same tare minimum tools o 

VIII o STUDENT UFE 

The present student government organization at Seoul National Universi t y 

Medical College and all Universities called "The Student Defense Corps" was 

originated several years ago directly by the President of the Republic of Korea 

through the Ministry of Education as an anti-Conmunist force o At the tine it 

was a part of the effort to control Communist sabotage o 

The organization has persisted to the present day o It has two branches, 

the Executive Council and the House of Representativeso All students of t he college 

vote to elect a president and vice president .. The president appoints, subject to 

the ratification of the House of Representatives, the heads of .ten department s 

including Athletics, Foreign Affairs, Literature, Music, Academic, Program Planning, 

Finance, Discipline, Executive, and Women's ., These individuals comprise t he 

Executive Council., which plans the various activities for the student body., The 

financial support of these activities, however, rests with the discretion ·of 

the House of Representatives ., 

The House of Representatives is composed of twelve members, three elected 

del egates from each class ~ Three members or this group are also delegates to 

the all -University student House of Representatives o The President represents 
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t he college in the central University executive group. Its Chairman, in t urn, 

is directly responsible to the Mirrls ter of Educationo 

In addition to this organization there is a Christian Students Society 

(non-denominational) which holds regular meetings during the year and has as ·. 

its principal activity other than its regular Christian fellowship a summer 

program. In the put four yean during the s\UIIII8r vacation a te81ll of ten to 

twelve Society membere • plus one or two faculty members • plus two or three 

residents • have gone to doctor less areas of Iorea. tbere to administer direct 

medical care to the popll.ation, to teach personal hygiene and preventive medicine , 

and Christian princjples. In this manner they contact on the average .3,.000 people 

during a ten-day periode 

A newly organized student group is the Anti-cCIIB!llmist student Body of 

Southeast Asiao This organization was stimulated by the Government as a part 

of its participation in the Sotttheast Asia Conferenceo 

The majority of students live with their families e Many travel long distances 

from one to two hours to get to and from schoolo There are no student dormit orieso 

The remainder of the students obtain roOIIIS in the University area ~ There is no 

University control over student housing. It is often sub-standard by present-

day Korean housing standardso Heat and light are both in short supplyo 

All students enrolled in the University pay 1000 Hwan per semester to a 

student ac.tivities fee e Tbis money goes directly to the College and is con

trolled by the aforementioned House of Representatives~~ It is utUized to 

support the various student activities. 

Dean of Students in the Medical School is Dr. Shin Sang Hwan, also Prof essor 

of Hygiene and Preventive Medicine ., Recentq, the faculty at his suggestion set 

up a faculty advisor system... Each member of the .faculty is assigned seven or 

eight students for a semestero He visits with them as a group once each week 

and depending on what relationship they develop he ma:Y further counsel individual 

studentso In support. of such social .functions as this may invol ve (tea,. coffee 
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that 
hour, etc.) 300 of the 1000 Hwan activities fee/has been designated for supporto 

This effort is just beginning and its success cannot be measured as yet & 

At present the staff of the Medical School gives f ree care in the regular 

Out-Patient Department and in-patient services of the University Hospitals to any 

of the 13,000 Seoul National University students who wish it. Only a surgical 

!ee of one-halt the usual cost is charged. This, of course, includes medical 

students , The faculty and administration of the University have already recognized 

the desirability and need for an organized student health service unit . The 

organization of such a service is under discussion . 

Discussion and RecOllllllendations . 

The ready adoption of the faculty advisor system is indicative of the 

faculty's interest in the students in medical education and augurs well f or 

the future . 

In future years the University will want to assume responsibility for assuring 

better housing for students, if not with its own donnitories, perhaps with some 

system of inspection and approval of students' outside rented living tacilitieso 

If the Students Defense Corpe is discontinued as a Government-directed ·organiza

tion of students (apparently quite possible) the medical students at Seoul National 

University would create in its place their own student governing body. The students 

ar e very conscious ot democratic ideals and appearto be approaching the matter of 

student government in a responsible man.."t'ler. 

The students have a gratifying diversity of well-developed interests and 

talents in addition to their medical interestso ·!'he four prizes which Medical 

School teams won in the all-University intercollegiate athletic contests this 

year and the spring concert by the 20-piece medical students sym.Jitony orchestra 

are recent demonstrations of this fact ~ 

Medical students at Seoul National University are generally alert 1 int elligent 

and vitally interested in improving their education and t heir country o They give 

real cause for faith in the future o 
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IX. SCHOLARSHIPS 

There are several annual scholarships available to undergraduate students 

in the College of Medicine: 

Government Scholarship (1) 

American Korean Foundation 
(total 20; 5 per class) 

Korean Veterans' Association (8) 

Government Tuition Scholarship 
(total 120; 30 per class) 

No loan funds are availableQ 

10,000 Hwan per month 

20,000 Hwan per semester 

15,000 Hwan per semester 

3,000 Hwan per semester 

X. ADVANCED EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

There are 74 students registered for graduate study in Medicine in Seoul 

National University Graduate School. (Total Gradua.te School enrollment 47l) o 

These individuals pay tuitionc There is no paid fellowship program., There are 

however 2 or 3 research .fellowships available, selected by staff.,. 

Present Graduate School rules require a great deal of actual credit in lecture 

courses and have not been modified for the Medical Schoolo Three to five years' 

work with preparation of a thesis is required for the PhoDo degree., 

The Graduate study in Medicine is loosely organized at present in most depart-

mente and suffers as would be expected from a lack of equipnent and other facilities o 

There is another group of individuals probably equal in number to the number 

registered as graduate students who attempt to accumulate study in a specialty by 

associating with clinical departments without status or pay for variable lengths 

of time. 

Discussion and Recommendations. 

As the largest national university Seoul is the logical institution at which 

to develop a center for graduate study in Medicine for the Republic o Its develop

ment, if careful attention is given to the effort by the faculty and administration, 

will go forth with the general upgrading of the !acUities and teaching of the 

School .,. 
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At present the Medical School has realistically approached graduate study 

by emphasizing practical laboratory or clinical experience. The Medical School 

is presently discussing possible modification of Graduate School rules to fit 

more suitably the requirements for graduate study in Medicine. 

XI o RESEARCH 

At the present . time there is very little research being attempted.. Aside 

from a few beginning efforbs by individual faculty members the ozicy fonnal activity 

is The Drug Re~eareh Institute • Established in 1936, it is now under the direction 

of Dro Oh, Chin Sup, Professor of Pharmacology. The Institute is pursuing the 

chemical investigation of crude drugs. 

Discussion and Recommendations. 

The problem of reestablishing medical education and supplying competent 

Doctors to Korea is of paramount importance. This should be the primary concern 

of faculties in all schools. Thus emphasis on research function at this period 

in the re-establishment of medical education in Korea does not seem appropriate o 

However, research is usually necessary for a full intellectual life of a 

vigorous, energetic faculty , The fact that so many of Seoul National University's 

faculty have seen and participated in research efforts abroad and are presumably 

better trained to proceed with research, makes some encouragement in beginning 

organization of research efforts by members of this faculty worth while at the 

present time ., At present, the support of faculty morale and prestige tiould be as 

important as what contribution might be made to the world's knowledge . Certainly 

at some future date this land offers extremely fertile fields for much research 

effort, and this faculty offers capable talent to accomplish ito 

XII. NURSING EDUCATION IN KOREA 

There are at present 2.3 schools of nursing in the Republic of Koreao Last 

year there were .3.39 nurses graduated. Nine schools are privately supported, 

usually by various missionary organizations, and 14 are government supportedo 

There is a significant but decreasing difference between these two types o 
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The missionary institutions have placed emphasi s on bedside nursing care of all 

people and on the nhrse as a part of the team in the care of the pat i ent. Govern

ment supported schools are those which were Japanese government supported school s 

during the 35 years of Japanese occupation of Korea. In these Japanese school s 

the standards tor nurailig care and education were extremely low and the nurse 

was relegated to a strictly servile status. Since the liberation in 1945 changes 

in attitude toward nursing, nursing education and nursing care, have been t aking 

· plac~ in. the Government-supported schools ., This change to a tull regard of the 

nurse as an integral part of the medical team and ot . the importance of nursing 

education is slowly taking place but is not yet accomplished~ 

In all but: two · of the schools of nursing in Korea students are admitt ed at 

the end of· middle school, or abollt age 15. A three-year course takes tm place 

of the usual high school educationo ·Most students graduate at age 18 or 19.. Two 

schools, Severance Union Medical College (tor the past three years) and Ewha 

Women's Medical College (beginning March, 1956) admit students to the nursing 

course only after high school graduation.. Ewha is the only schaol in Korea 

which has designated a four-year college level nursing course. The col lege• 

l evel course at Severance is, as all the others in the Republic of Korea, a 

three- year course o 

As would be expected at the high school level the basic science background 

is extremely minimum. A principal defect in all schools is the lack of actual 

bedsi de experience. The instruction is primarily by lecture .. With some exceptions 

nurses in Korea give very little nursing care to the hospitalized patients. Patients 

are usually cared for in the hospital by members of their own family, who also 

provide the bedding and cook the meals in the room., 

Nursing schools are under the jurisdiction or both the Ministry or Healt h 

and the Ministry or Education., Thus unifom standards for schools of nursing 

have not been established and the schools can becane the victims of intra

governmental differences., 
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There are ample numbers of applicants t o nursing schoolsG These exceed the 

number of available places by as much as ten times at some school so Many girls 

utilize this opportunity to obtain. free high school education in order to go on 

to college. The number that ultimately actually practi ce nursing is fur ther reduced 

by marriage, and by generally miserably low salaries. Many devote their efforts 

exclusively to miclvitery because . the earnings are higher(t 

Two years ago the Rep.1blic of Korea Army inaugurated a program of Arll\Y 

nurses training in civUian schoollll c The ROK Army Nurses Training School at 

Masan is unable to till existing needs of the Military o Thus to make a total 

of .360 per year each civilian school is required to accept an appointed quota 

of Art111 trainees which they must educate and train in addition to whatever class 

they may then st.Ul be able to accorr.modate. 

After graduation the individual must pass a national examination for licensure 

administered by the Ministry of Health. 'lhl.s combines licenses in nursing and 

midwifery o It is primarily a theoretical exm nationo Thus candidates can 

obtain licensure without any real experience at bedside nursing and commonly pass 

the midwifery section without having had any obstetrical experience o 

The only facility for "post graduate" nursing education in Korea at present 

is the National Postgraduate Nursing School in Seoulo This school, offering 

a nine-months course, was established two years ago, principally t hrough t he 

efforts of Miss Susan Haines, Nurse Consultant of the United Nations Korean 

Civil Assistance Commando Qualifications for admission include "graduat ion from 

a recognized school of nursing, good physical health~ a s pirit of servi ce, and 

more than one year of practical experience in nursing since graduati on.," The 

school operates under the Ministry of Health but support funds have thus far 

been provided by the American-Korean Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundationo 

This money will not be available after July 1, 1957., The f uture is therefore 
.. 

uncertaine It has no university a.ffiliationc \ 

Classes are held in a room provided in a Di strict Publ i c Health Center in 
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Seoul., Students are quartered in an adjacent dormitory building. The school 

depends primarily on gu.est lecturens from surrounding nursmg and medical schools 

and government agencies for its teaching faculty ., The third class has just begun 

its nine mouths training period. No graduate degree is offered" The first three 

months is occupied with basic review; the second three months, according to the 

choice of the student,. with lectures in a sequence of either p~blic health nursing 

or nursing education and nursing administration., The third and last three months 

of thia period is occupied with practical experience.. The first class graduated 

13, the second class 18, and the present class has a maximum of 20 students 

enrolled., Two-thirds of the graduates are working in hospitals and one-third in 

public health nursing.. There is very little demand for nurses in the Public 

Health field; therefore positions are scarce., 

Discussion and ncoanenda.tions. 

·Unfortunately, many sch~ls are signi.f'icantl.y inadequate., Notable efforts 

at improvement by nursing educators and the Korean Association are taking place_., 

An annual can petition in Nursing Arts is an example o£ broad cooperative effort. 

However, imperative for the continued developuent of nursing education in the 

Republic of Korea is the establishment of unifom. standards for nursing schools .. 

This should include a clarification of the governmental responsibility in nursing 

educatim and licensure and the establishment of minimum course requirements, and 

the requirement of an adequate amount of practical experience while in training. 

Midwifery ·training and licensure problems deserve special attentiono 

Increased bedside care to the patient and attraction and retention of ad

ditional numbers of able people into the profession by adequate salaries would 

go a long way in accomplishing the needed improvement in prestige o£ and respect 

for nurseso 

SEOUL NATIONAL UNIVEFISITY SCHOOL OF NURSING 

The School of Nursing is located on the campus o£ Seoul National University 

in the area o£ the Universit:v Hospital and the Medical Schoolo Administratively 
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it is a part of the ?·!edical School and its Director is responsible to the Dean of 

the Medical School. It does not participate in what general University services 

are available . It ie the equivalent of a high school., · 

Physically it is in the form ot a separate compound and includes a one-

story dozmitory for undergraduate students, with adjacent kitchen and quonset, 

dining hall. 236 girls are housed in extremely crowded conditions with double 

bunk bede a .few inches apart and perhaps a small footlocker as the only .furniture o 

12 girls are housed in each room approximately 12' x 20'• Heat and water supply 

ars sub-m:1ni.mtFt There ars no recreational facilities . There is in addition 

a two-story donni.tory building with kitchen and dining room to accamnodate ap

proximately 100 graduate nurses employed at the School and Hospital c:- It i s 

only a little less crowded. 

2 quonset huts are used for classrooms for the second and third year s-tudents o 

The Medical School has provided a classroom in one of its permanent buildings 

for the first year students. The present offices of the School of Nursing are 

in one room in the University Hospital . 

Money is available (ICA FY '56) and plans have been drawn for a new School 

of Nursing Building to be located directly across from the University Hospital 

This two-story building will contain the School offices, library, workr oom, 

auditorium, and 7 classrooms ., No new dormitory is planned at present but it,s 

need is stressed by Mrs . Lee, Director of the Schoolo There is same ICA con

tract money earmarked at present for repair of existing dormitory facilities . 

A part of this money could be utilized to convert the two quonset huts now 

used for classrooms into dormitory space once the new school building i s completed ~ 

The faculty includes the following: 

Principal Mrs.. Lee Kwi Hyang 

(just returned from one year' s 
study in Australia ; scheduled 
to spend 6 months at the Uni
versit y of Minnesota in the 
near future) 



Assistant Principal and 
Chief Nurse of Hospital 

Assistant Chief Nurse 
at Hospital 

Instructor 

Instructor and Dormitory 
Supervisor 

Instructor 

Evening Supervisor 

Night Supervisor 

Office Assistant 

Other 

Mrs .. Yun Soo Bak 

Miss Lee Song Hi 

(scheduled to spend one 
year at the University of 
Minnesota beginning September • 
1956) 

Miss Hong Yo Shin 

Mrs.. Kim Chung Soon 

Miss Yoo Myung Heun 

1·fi.ss Kang Yun Hee 

Mrs .. Pale So Hae 

Mrs o Shin 

Male Administrative 
Assistant and Clerk 

6 cooks and laborers 

Teaching assignments of the various faculty members are as follows: 

Nursing Ethics and Ward Administration 

Communicable Disease Nursing, Medical 
Nursing, and Ward Administration 

Bandaging and Surgical Nursing 

Nursing Arts 

History of Nursing 

Personal Hygiene 

Basic Sciences 

Mrs .. Lee 

Mrs. Yun 

Miss Lee 

Miss Hong 

Mrs o Kim 

Miss Yoo 

Various members of Medical 
School faculty 

Ward experience is supervised by Mrs .. Lee, Mrs. Yun, Miss Lee and Miss Hong., 

According to ·Mrso Lee this supervision and experience is inadequate o · The in-

adequacy of experience is a result of several factors, including care of patients 

by family, no limitation on visiting hours, and inadequate equipnent ., 



No " of Students 

First year 

S~cond year 

Third year 

Total 

No, of Graduates 

1949 

1950 

1954 

1955 

1956 

Total 

44 

58 

50 

29 

21 

51 

45 
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183 
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442 (ROK Army) 

442 (ROK Army) 

86 

100 

The facilities of the School of Nursing are meant to accommodate 50 students 

per classo For the March 1956 class there were 455 apPlicants~ Selection is 

made by the Nursing School faculty from among candidates who take a competitive 

examination after completing middle school (U. S. grades 7 through 9) o Usually 

the top 42 students are admitted for the regular class ., After this 42 additional 

students are taken to fulfill the assigned Army quotao These students are also 

selected from among those taking the competitive examination o Applicants not 

selected for the regular class are then given opportunity to compete for places 

under the Army quota ., All expenses are provided by the School, including room, 

board, tuition and uniformso Educationally, the Scheel of Nursing is a separate 

unit and ita students have no classes with the general University students or 

students of the Medical Schoolo 

The curriculum is organized as follows: 

First year - First Semester 

Second Semester 

- 8 hours lecture per day - liberal arts 
and basic sciences 

- 6 hours lecture per day - principles of 
nursing arts and basic sciences 
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Second year - First Semester 

and 
Second Semester 

Third year - First and Second 
Semesters 

- 4 - 5 hours lecture per day - nursing arts 

3 - 4 hours hospital - medications and 
treatments, and procedures including 
catheterization, enema, injections (I oMo 
and I.v .) 

- 2 - 3 hours lecture 

5 hours hospital - surgery, psychiatry, 
isolation, obstetrics, and midwifery -
students record temperature and pulse and 
make other chart notes; also give medications o 

There is very little opportunity for practical experience in obstetrics at 

the University Hospital ., Thus, students in groups of four spend four weeks on 

the obstetrical service at the Austrailian Missionary Maternity Hospital in 

Pusan and an additional two weeks on the obstetrical wards at East Gate Hospit al 

in Seoul. 

The majority of recent graduates have chosen to work the first year in 

the University Hospital. Many of these are working without salary out of 

loyalty and a desire for additional experience D This is an addition to their 

education because it is the policy to rotate these girls through all services of 

the Hospitalo Thus it amounts to a year's rotating internship in Nursing and 

increases appreciably their practical experienceo However, no formal teaching 

program is carried out during this period .. 

The table of organization of this 450-bed University Hospital with average 

census of 270 patients allows 93 nurseso It is Mrs. Lee's opinion that this i s 

too few for most efficient operation. At present 117 graduate nurses are empl oyedo 

The sup::trvisory staff includes a chief nurse, assistant chief nurse, two super

visors, evening and night, 29 head nurses (for fifteen sections of the Out-Patient 

Department, lJ wards and one operating room) ., The Out-Patient Department speci alty 

clinics each have 1 - 2 general duty nurses except, for four in the Medicine Cl inic ., 

On the sixty-bed wards the staff totals 8 - 10 nurses; on 3D-bed wards 4 - 5 nurseso 
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All wards consist of a long corridor with rooms on either side, all with 

closed doorso One room near the center is t he nursing office o Ther e is also a 

treatment room and an examination room., There is ·no call system~ The autonomy 

of the individual ward and its chief is reflected in the fact that each ward has 

its own procedures, medication card forms, packs, etc. There is no central supply 

room; thus each ward prepares its own packs, dressings, etc., 

There is no "special" nurse. Critical cases receive as nru.ch attention as 

the regular ward nurses can give along with care given by the family ., Custodial 

duties on each ward formerly done by the nurse are now the responsibility of other 

laborerso 

The Nursing School faculty is paid according to the regular University 

salary scaleo Mrs., Lee, the Director, receives 30,000 Hwan per month ($60.,00)e 

The University pay scale is relatively low in compa~ison with average salari es 

in other occupations., The regular duty nurse at University Hospitals is paid 

51000 Hwan ($10o00) per month in addition to her room and board .. This is about 

one- half the average salary for such a position in. a private hospitalo 

Discussion and Recommend&tions & 

The foll owing recommendations are made on the basis of relatively superficial 

study and may be modified by subsequent more detailed informat ion gathered and 

evaluated by a professional nursing educator., Such information should include 

further evaluation as to the amount of real cooperation one can expect f rom 

t he staff in actually upgrading the curriculum of the School, what actual increase 

in practical bedside experience can be effected, what the realistic future ex·· 

pectati on of graduates from the proposed School of Nursing courses may be 1 what 

provision can be made for supply of nurses during the transition period• as 

well as what the upgraded course will mean in terms of the supply of nursing 

personnel to the University Hospital ., 

The first essential step in the development of the Nursing School is that 

of making high school graduation a requirement for admissi on e The present under

graduate nurses training should be improved before any attempt at other developmento 



• With a large percentage of graduates staying on at University Hospitals for 

further experience the first year of emPloyment af~er graduation could be utilized 

informally as an additional training periodo This could be accomplished by pro

viding one permanent experienced nurse in each Section to exercise some teaching 

responsibility and give continuity to the effort.. In this way one might look 

forward eventually to a four-year degree program in nursing. 

At some future time, when the developments noted above are well established, 

Seoul National University School of Nursing will be a logical institution at 

which to provide graduate nursing education. 

XIV. SUMMARY AND PROJECTION 

The Minnesota assistance program has been in operation 21 monthso It has 

been threefold; assisting in strengthening and developing medical education and 

research through exchange of faculty, advising and supplying new equipnent and 

coordination and partial financing of rehabilitation of the physical plant. 

In the first 2 years 11 members of the basic science faculty and 11 members 

of the clinical faculty of Seoul National University College of Medicine will 

have spent a total of 30 man years in study at the University of Minnesotao The 

plan £or the last year of the contract will rotate an additional 3 basic science 

and 5 clinical and 2 nursing faculty for 9 man yearso In consideration of a . 

possible extension of the contract an additional group of 1 basic science and 7 

clinical men have been tentatively nominated for rotationo 

Thus a significant nUmber of Seoul National University faculty have first 

been given opportunity to review recent medical progress and to see modem we stem 

medical education methods in operationo The t:f.me spent by University of Minne

sota faculty at Seoul National University· will now be immeasurably more efficient 

and more profitable for all concernedo A significant portion of Seoul National 

University faculty will have some real and working concept of what these advisers 

are talking about and will therefore be far better able to translate words into 

actiono 
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Thus the second phase - that of rotation of Minnesota faculty - is begiru1ingo 

Emphasis might appropriately be placed on assistance with hospital administration 

and with installation and utilization of new equipment as well as with the upgrading 

of nursing education and the development of the program of the School of Public 

Health .. 

Of additional assistance to all concerned would be the presence of one indi

vidual over a long period of time to provide liaison with the whole Seoul National 

University faculty.. He could provide counsel to other Minnesota faculty here for 

shorter terms, facilitate their orientation and provide continuity and integration 

to their effort .. 

As noted before the College was in operation with bare essentials at the 

time the contract was initiated., Additional equipnent is being provided under 

the contract over a period of time which will allow a gradual assimilation with 

which faculty, operational facilities and maintenance can comfortably keep pace" 

Also as n:oted, equipnent now on order should be assimilated before much additional 

ordering is done.. It is appropriate, however, that the Coll ege has already pre

pared further listing of equipnent desired o This will great ly facilitate t he 

pla.rming and obtaining of these items.. Some of the additional i tems might ap

propriately be ordered now, including consumable supplies such as certain basic 

laboratory reagents and dyes not otherwise obtainable, photographic equipnent 

necessary to adequately prepare teaching slides, some addit ional teaching models, 

charts and laboratory equipnent, certain surgical and diagnostic instruments 

and hospital supplies.. As will be noted the emphasis is on equipnent to facilitate 

teaching and patient care rather than research for the present.. Cognizance must 

also be taken of the fact that some faculty will now be returning from study at 

Minnesota prepared to utilize some equipment that was not thought appropriate 

previously, such as equipnent for a blood bank .. 

Rehabilitation of physical plant as mentioned previously in this report is 

proceeding with definite plans drawn f or FY 1956-57 and additional suggested 
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priorities listed for the tutureo Specific plans for these projects have been 

requested from Seoul National University preparatory to requesting of funds. 

Remaining tunds available for faculty exchange and for equipnent purchase 

appear adequateo Rehabilitation plans for coming years appear conservatively 

drawn and reflect the logical and sound approach of improving and utilizing 

physical Plant already in exiatenceo These facilities are structurally sound 

and adequate in size and plan and should be maintained (with exception of ad

ditional nurses donnitory space)o Obviously a limit must be drawn somewhere 

but previous excellent coordination of rehabilitation plans by the Chief Adviser 

here indicates that this will be properly accomplishedo 

In summary, extension of the contract would be worth while to make more 

effective the investment of time, money and energy made thus far and to bring 

cl oser to fruition efforts in all the three categories of assistance in medical 

educa.tiono 
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APPENDIX A 

REPORT ON TOUR OF MEDICAL EDUCATION FACILITIES IN THE REPUBLIC OF KOREA 

May 29 - June 7, 1956 

This tour was undertaken with Dean Kim of the Medical College of Seoul 

National University and at his suggestion for the purpose of further orient ati on 

to the situation of medical education and practice in the Republic of Korea, 

with the conviction that such orientation would aid in the more efficient 

execution of the University of Minnesota assistance cantracto The itinerary 

included visits in and about the area of Taegu, Kyungju, Tongnai, Pusan, Jinai , 

and Masano 

The trip was begun on Tuesday, May 29, 1956 and ended on June 7 without 

completing the proposed visit to Kwangju because of bad weather and transporta

tion difficultieso The medical facilities visited included KYoung Book, 

National University Medical School and Hospital (Taegu), 2nd ROK A~ Hospital 

(Taegu), Tongson Hospital (Presbyterian - Taegu), Aeisangwon Leprosarium 

(Presbyterian - Taegu), a country practitioner in Youngchun, 18th ROK Army Hospital 

(Chest Disease Center - Kyungju), 31st ROK Army Hospital (Convalescent Center

Tongnai), ROK Army Rehabilitation Center and First Orthopedic Prosthetic 

Laboratory (Tongnai), 3rd and 5th ROK Arnr:r Hospitals (Pusan), Army Medical 

General Laboratory (Pusan), National Institute for Veterinary Research (Songdo), 

German Hospital and Swedish Red Cross Hospital (Pusan), Pusan University Medical 

School, Pusan Children's Charity Hospital, ROK NavY Hospital and Academy (Jinai) 

ROK Army Medical Center and Medical Field Service School (J.fa.san), 36th ROK 

Army Hospital (Thoracic Surgery Center - Masan) and National Tuberculosis 

Sanitorium (Masan) o 

In all instances, the inspection of these facilities was greatly enhanced 

by the gracious hospitality of Deans, Commanding Officers, staff and other 

personnel and by the opportunity to talk freely with them about problems in 
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medical education in Korea t odayo In addition~ many rural areas and famous 

lancbnarks of the country's customs and religions were visited. 

The following observations can be ventured as a result of t his tour; in 

regard to the medical schools, rehabilitation of equipnent. and physi cal plant 

can be accomplished as demonstrated by the National Medical Schools at Taegu, 

where UNKRA and 8th Army have exerted time~ effort, and money (approximately 

$2,000~000) over the past three yearse As a result the efficiency of operation 

and the level of' medical care provided have been gratifyingly raised at this 

institution ., At the same time, however, the curriculum and practical experience 

provided medical students lags behind modem met hods and behind that provided 

in e.ome other medical schools of the Republic of Koreao For example, medical 

students see patients only in the senior year and then only in the Out-Pati ent 

Department for a few hours per weeko 

On the other hand, the new medical school at the University in Pusan, 

though lacking in sufficient teaching staff and lacking hospital facilities 

when its present soJilomore class reaches the next year, is introducing newer 

teaching methods and new ideas of departmental cooperation and integrationo 

For example, for freshmen there is a weekly student conference with the Depart

ment of Physiology, Physiological Chemistry and Anatomy all participating, and 

f or sophomores a similar conference with the Departments of Medicine, Surgery 

and Pathology participatingo 

Aside from the medical schools t he ROK A~ is probably the greatest single 

force in medical education in present day Koreae The vast majority of physicians 

have been or are at present in the Army, many of them for more than five yearso 

Since the Army organization is patterned after t he United States forces t hese 

doctors are becoming indoctrinated in modern hospital admini strat i on methods 

such as central suppl y and unifonn record systems and with the int el"-dependence 

of the various medi cal specialties, with t he necessity and means for maintenance 

of equipment and with some elements of modern practice in medicineo 



7 In addition the Army Medical Center has become the main source of supPLy 

of trained technicianso These include personnel in medical laboratory technology: 

x-ray technology, physical therapists, nurses' aides, pharmacists, and dental 

technicianso The creation of the A~ Rehabilitation Center Prosthetics Labora

tory and Cmvalescent Hospital is bringing the concept of physical medicine re

habilitation to these physicians .. The Medical General Laboratory with its 

plans tor expmaion offers the nucleus for research effort as well as vital 

statistical studies of the medical problems in Koreao 

Thus the Army is playing a real part in the introduction of modern medical 

educational methodso The Government-supported medical school at Taegu by virtue 

of its well-equipped status and full-time faculty concept and that at Pusan by 

virtue of its progressive basic science curriculum have begun to accomp[ish the 

transition to new educational methodso They however reflect the need for minimum 

standards for medical education, for inter-cooperation and exchange of informa

tion about educational methods in medicine and for additional financial supporto 

The larger problems relating to the general health education of the population, 

and to the change of centuries old beliefs and customs, religious and otherwise, 

which are antithetical to modem practice, confront all medical educational in

stitutions and efforts alike o 

The expectation that Seoul Nat ional University's position will increasingly 

be one of leadership in the medical education structure in the Republic of Korea. 

is appropriate and entirely justified on the basis of comparison with other in

stitutions observed during this trip and otherwise ., Though at present less well 

equipped physicallY than other schools (a factor which will be remedied shortly) 

it has an energetic and competent faculty embued with loyalty and cooperative 

spirit and led by a strong and progressive Dean.. Those of the faculty who will 

soon return from Army service and the United States with working orientation 

to newer methods and techniques will help significantly in accelerating the 
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transition in medical education and administrative methodso The Dean and 

faculty of Seoul National University Medical School are eminently wort~and 

capable of leadership in medical education in Korea ~ 


